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March is bringing us "green" vibes: spring plants, St. Paddy's Day clovers, floral
freshness & seasonal newness! We're excited for the change in nature's scenery

because it helps usher in new perspectives & moods, too. We hope as winter fades
and spring emerges, you find yourself feeling lucky & green this March and enjoy our

monthly update!
-The Prism Team

New & Noteworthy

 New "Think" You Cards 
We hope you've received one of our many custom "Think You" cards that we
send out after mediations as our way of saying thanks for choosing Prism

Group. Did you know every card is custom made to embody Prism's
values and encourage a little extra though & introspection? We've got new

cards in the works, but in the meantime, we'd love to see some of your
favorites! Drop us a line letting us know which card(s) you're loving!

Prism Ponderings
Prism's monthly blog featuring life insights inspired by our work

Everyday we're faced with people who think differently than we do. We believe
the best way to handle conflict is to come together, not dig deeper into our

respective "sides."

Take a quick tour of our unique venue, Claris Pointe, a mediation space like no
other where resolution takes place.

Connection Corner:
Connection is at the heart of how Prism Group does mediation, and we believe the language of

connection extends well beyond the walls of the mediation room. Join us in the Connection
Corner for tips + tidbits we use to connect-- in mediation, and in our lives.

Care
One of Prism's founding principles is care. We care not only about our work, but

about our people, and Living Prism is one way we extend our care beyond the walls
of our office. If you'd like to receive this monthly digest & weekly Monday Memo
where we share lifestyle thoughts, questions & considerations, you can sign up

below.

In addition, we'd also love your help in keeping care at the core of what we do. Tell
us where you see care in our work so that we can continue to provide the level of

service we take pride in.

In a Word: Luck
Many people don't believe in luck because it feels like, in doing so, we are forfeiting our

own power to "magic" or "divine intervention." We believe in luck, though, because of the
way we define it: a combination of intention + presence. We have to put out what we wish

to receive, and then we have to be there to receive it. Wishing you "luck"-- intention +
presence-- this month & the next.

Learn more about The Prism Group and how we can help you resolve conflict
and move forward toward a renewed purpose. Click here to visit our website.

Let's Be Social
Follow Prism Group on our social channels to stay up to date on all happenings and latest news from our team!

Facebook LinkedIn Website
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